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 Exercise is a crucial component in obtaining proper health and fitness objectives in young 
adulthood.  Determination of an optimal resistance load for men and women may aid in 
physiological function and reduce the likelihood of injury.  We tested 32 physically active men 
(n=14) and women (n=18) between ages 18-25 on Proteus Motion, USA.  Proteus applies 
continuous three-dimensional magnetic resistance loads during exercise.  Testing consisted of 2 
repetitions of horizontal and vertical push and pull exercises comparing performance of the 
dominant and non-dominant arm.  Each exercise was performed with a resistance of 7lb, 14lb, 
21lb, and 28lb for a total of 32 repetitions.  Proteus software calculates power, explosiveness, 
consistency, range of motion, and braking.  Analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated 
measures tested differences in results at each resistance load.  Power produced between sexes 
was similar in press motions but differed in pulls. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
Introduction to Exercise 
Exercise is defined as bodily movement aimed to achieve, sustain, or improve physical 
fitness.  Acquiring fitness largely involves moderate to intense exercise but is also composed of 
proper nutrition and adequate sleep.  Exercise has been derived from wester physiology and 
medicine dated back to 5th century BC with the father of sports medicine, Herodicus, who was 
the first person known to recommend exercise as a method of recovery for diseases and 
maintaining proper health.  Exercise has also been documented in 2nd century AD with Galen 
whose knowledge stems from anatomical dissections rather than philosophical sermons.  His 
surgical expertise and knowledge had grown precise to exercise contexts including battle wounds 
acquired during gladiatorial battles in the infamous coliseum.  The concept of exercise has 
existed for centuries, yet our understanding of pursuing it continues to be enhanced or modified.  
Exercise allows out bodies to remain in physical health by challenging our body tissues, organs, 
and organ systems in achieving proper use and function.  Though considered important for many 
centuries, exercise has become the center of importance in the last century.  Rapid decline in 
health and physical function have become prominent in many countries including the United 
States.  Physical illnesses continue to heighten as health status in the population declines.  With 
physical health lowering dramatically, this may lead to obesity, loss of function, lack of mobility, 
and death (Booth, et al., 2012).  Conditions are evident as early as childhood and young 
adulthood.  Exercise has the ability to prevent and reverse these conditions and even promote 
health longevity.  Studies involving healthy middle-aged men and women participating in 
treadmill exercise activity were documented for a total of 8 years, demonstrating subjects 
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categorized in the lowest category of physical fitness were associated with the highest risk of 
death compared to the top fitness quintile (relative risk for men 3.4, 95% confidence interval [CI] 
2.0-5.8, and for women 4.7, 95% CI 2.2-9.8.  Being physically fit or active reduced the risk of 
mortality by over 50% but physically inactive women can increase the mortality rate by 52%.  
These levels of risk also parallel to hypertension, obesity, and cardiovascular disease 
(Warburton, et al., 2006).  Exercise participation in early adulthood reduces the likelihood of 
obesity, cardiovascular disease, high cholesterol, diabetes, auto immune diseases, high blood 
pressure, kidney disease, stroke, and atherosclerosis (Booth, et al., 2012).  Exercise remains a 
natural, cost-free solution that is widely available with minimal restrictions.  Incorporating 
habitual exercise into a daily lifestyle is a crucial component in obtaining health and fitness 
objectives, especially in young adults.  Though the importance of exercise is largely publicized, 
correctly applying proper weights and resistance loads are not.  Incorrect usage of weights and 
resistance machinery may lead to improper exercise form, increase the risk of injury, or reduce 
anticipated fitness results.  Determining and optimal resistance load for men and women may 
improve physiological function, fitness objectives, and reduce the probability of injury. 
Exercise Training Comparisons and Classification  
There are two categories of exercise that differ based on intensity of the exercise, interval 
training, and types of muscle fibers exerted: aerobic and anaerobic exercises.  Aerobic exercises 
involve low to moderate intensity activities that permits the body to convert oxygen to large 
sums of energy to supply the body for a long duration.  Anaerobic exercises often involve 
moderate to high intensity activities that do not involve the conversion of oxygen to supply 
energy to the body, lessening the duration of the activity and making it more complicated for the 
body to create energy at an efficient rate.  Many physically active adults focus on cardiovascular 
and aerobic forms of exercise opposed to heavy lifting or anaerobic types of training.  Aerobic 
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forms of exercise training enhance cardiovascular function by placing appropriate stress loads on 
the heart to improve blood pressure and blood lipid levels while also lowering the risks of 
diabetes and obesity.  Aerobic forms of exercise also function as an important regulator for 
pregnancy and aging (Mersy, 1991).  Anaerobic forms of exercise apply resistance to the muscle 
tissues improving strength capabilities, power production, metabolism, posture, weight loss, 
body composition, bone density, body function, body mechanics, and muscle hypertrophy.  
Resistance training also reduces levels inflammation and likelihood of chronic disease.  These 
types of exercise target different health and fitness objectives and serve to obtain varying 
physiological purposes.  It is commonly assumed that any method of exercise will suffice the 
daily exercise requirement, which may not be entirely true.  Studies have shown that 
incorporating resistance training and cardiovascular training optimize fitness outcomes by 
improving visceral adiposity, metabolic rate, muscle hypertrophy, and inflammation more than 
aerobic training alone.  Applying resistance loads should be incorporated with cardiovascular 
training in precise increments to improve an array of health outcomes, musculature, and 
structure. 
Types of muscle fibers.  When participating in exercise, there are two types of muscle 
fibers found in the human body: type I and type II fibers.  Type I muscle fibers otherwise known 
as slow-twitch fibers are muscle fibers designed to undergo long distance endurance activities or 
aerobic activities.  These types of muscle fibers will operate under conditions that are low 
intensity and high duration forms of exercise.  These muscle fibers use oxygen to supply energy 
to the body, giving it the term aerobic.  Type II muscle fibers otherwise known as fast-twitch 
muscle fibers are fibers designed to undergo very intense but short distance or anaerobic types of 
activities.  These types of fibers function in activities that are high intensity but short duration 
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forms of exercise.  Type II muscle fibers do not need oxygen to supply energy to the body, 
giving it the term anaerobic.  
Beginning resistance training.  Exercise implementation in early adulthood reduces the 
risk of injuries and onset of health issues as we continue to age.  Undergoing weight training 
before puberty can also significantly increase the number of injuries and may lead to delays or 
limitations in human development.  Beginning weight training too early or too late may be 
detrimental to one’s health status.  Reported incidents of spinal cord injuries, falls, torn 
ligaments, knee injuries, back pain, head trauma, and sport-related injuries are common among 
sedentary populations that don’t partake in resistance training.  Total time exposed to exercise 
training, sport performance, or physical activity also correlates with an increase in the rate of 
injuries, though it is not the leading factor in exercise related injuries.  It is important to 
implement resistance training after the human body is fully developed.  Establishing a balance 
with exercise loads and weight training specific to the individual’s strength and performance 
capacity can further extend health benefits and effectively reduce the risk of injury and health 
complications.  
Though implementing weight training is important to increase muscle hypertrophy, early 
exercise adaptations are all neural.  When beginning exercise training, strength gain happens 
immediately but not from muscle hypertrophy, rather it is mostly withdrawal of neural inhibition 
like Gabba, Gamma, aminobutyric acid, and Golgi tendon organ.  As exercise training becomes 
more habitual, the neural inhibition won’t inhibit as much and the rate coding will increase its 
rate rapidly.  This is due to the need for neuromuscular adaptation opposed to protein changes.  
This is a calorically better way to permit better performance during early stages of weight 
training.  Once the body adapts to the initial adaptation, the body begins to devote more sources 
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which allows the body to start acquiring more hypertrophy.  This process eventually leads to 
Protein synthesis which further increases hypertrophy.  About 80% of neurotransmission is 
carried out by two neurotransmitters: GABA and glutamate.  Glutamate facilitates action where 
GABA is inhibitory.  Glutamate is the major excitatory neurotransmitter in the CNS.  There are 
differing paths glutamate can take which involve getting absorbed in the pre or post synaptic 
neuron or getting absorbed by astrocytes and being converted into glutamine which is then 
moved to the extracellular space of the nerve. In response to muscle fatigue, the firing rate from 
the Golgi tendon organ will decrease.  Neurons play a significant role in early stages of 
resistance training by communicating with neurotransmitters.  GABA especially is the primary 
inhibitory neurotransmitter in the brain, inhibiting the prefrontal and temporal cortices and 
reducing energy consumption in the cerebellum.  Although it’s important to be physically 
challenged in weight training for improved results, the more crucial component in weight 
training involves neuromuscular adaptations. 
Exercise epidemiology paradigm shift.  In the last century, our understanding of exercise 
has undergone major modifications and shifts of importance.  Beginning in the early 1950’s, the 
concept was that exercise was good for your health but especially cardiovascular exercise, also 
referred to as cardio.  “Cardio” is typically comprised of low intensity exercise with a long 
duration.  In 1968, Dr. Kenneth Cooper had published his book Aerobics which was his attempt 
to quantify the levels of health exercise prescription which grew in popularity and begun a 
fitness movement (Cooper Aerobics, 2008).  During this time, they realized that obesity and 
other physiological illnesses were quite rare in the population which lasted until the late 1970’s.  
This decade provided a large emphasis on cardiovascular disease and metabolism.  As we 
transition into the 1980’s, there was a greater awareness and emphasis that certain exercises aid 
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in fitness and weight management.  Continuing into the 1990’s, forms of “cardio” progressed 
into HIIT (high intensity interval training) forms of exercise and fitness classes.  This new type 
of cardiovascular exercise was good in maintaining bodyweight, cardiovascular disease, and rate 
of metabolism.  Although HIIT doesn’t offer the same physiological effects as regular forms of 
cardio, it offers balance, agility, and coordination (Brooks, G. A, et al. 2007).  This form of 
exercise targeted carbohydrate metabolism opposed to fat metabolism that was emphasized in 
cardiovascular exercises.  In the 1990’s weight training had become an increasingly popular form 
of exercise training and is still very common to this day.  This type of training is quite the 
opposite from cardio training where energy and metabolic focus differ along with fitness 
objectives and outcomes.  Though very different, both forms of fitness participation are 
important to incorporate in routine exercise.  Specificity of exercise training is the most crucial 
factor to match the desired health and fitness outcome of the individual. 
Importance of Specificity in Resistance Training 
Specificity of exercise resistance training is important when considering age, weight, sex, 
fitness status, and health limitations.  It can reduce the number of health conditions, limitations, 
and injuries in a population and increase the level of physical function for daily activities and 
promote health and fitness longevity.  Though a minor detail, specificity in exercise training can 
establish dramatic differences when undergoing exercise specifically to an individual’s strengths, 
weaknesses and needed improvements.  Specificity in exercise will also establish a balance 
between challenging muscle tissue without compromising the integrity of the muscle and 
potentially causing overreaching (soreness, need for short recovery) and overtraining 
(physiological damage).  Our research examines these variables in determining an optimal 
resistance load during exercising for both male and female college students.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
 
Exercise Contributing to Academic Performance in College Students 
Exercise has proven to improve academic performance for college students.  Participation 
in exercise has also confirmed to improve quality of life and reduce symptoms of depression, 
anxiety, eating disorders, obesity and suicide (Grasdalsmoen, et al., 2020).  Though many 
researchers have studied the positive effects of exercise on college students, exercise specificity 
and duration of exercise lack further investigation.  Precision in exercise load and execution may 
result in a heightened improvement in quality of life.  Other studies indicate opposing findings 
that fitness amongst college students decline with higher course credit loads and endless hours 
devoted to studying.  Lower levels of physical activity correlated with high involvement in social 
media and sedentary activity and higher levels of BMI and fat percentage correlated with higher 
accumulated GPA (Calestine, 2017).  This study does not report the following factors when 
analyzing subjects: age, major, academic year, or type of social media used.  Though there may 
differences in fitness and educational priorities, student profile details may influence exercise 
and academic involvement.  Exercise has been biologically proven to enhance academic 
performance at the university level.  Studies have shown that short bouts of exercise improve 
cognitive function where long-term exercise stimulates brain plasticity, improves function, and 
prevents neurological diseases.  Participation in exercise releases a hormone referred to as brain-
derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), a hormone that improves cognitive function (Walsh, 2018).  
Exercise increases the release of BDNF leading to enhanced cognitive function during academic 
courses.  Specific mechanisms of exercise could possibly maximize the release of BDNF more 
than others, leading to enhanced cognitive health and function over other types of structured 
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exercise.  Daily participation in exercise as a college student will secrete BDNF, improving 
cognitive function and academic engagement.  
Exercise Assumptions and Stereotypes 
 Men are typically credited in containing physiological advantages over women.  Though 
this is strongly accepted, men and women contain differing physiological qualities rather than 
containing an advantage over one another.  Studies have shown that there are very little 
differences between men and women in response to various strength training methods.  
Cardiovascular training, cardiorespiratory training, aerobic training, metabolic activity, VO2 
max (maximum rate of oxygen consumption), and anaerobic training all demonstrate similar 
results when comparing men and women.  Though both sexes developed greater levels of 
strength, women appear to have less muscle hypertrophy compared to men.  Body composition 
factors exhibited the largest differences between men and women, specifically comparing body 
fat percentage.  Women contain higher body fat percentages compared to men due to hormonal 
distinctions between sexes.  Estrogen is a hormone produced by the female reproductive system 
that prepares women for bearing a child and childbirth.  The purpose for estrogen makes it 
challenging for women to burn fat due to the female body’s biological purpose in storing fat in 
preparation for bearing a child (O’Sullivan, 2009).  As estrogen levels in women lower after 
menopause, their bone density becomes weak and frail, compromising the strength and integrity 
of their skeletal system as they age.  Continuous exercise will reinforce the bone density’s 
strength and structure despite natural aging occurrences.  Hormonal differences and fluctuation 
in lipoprotein levels remain the greatest contrast between sexes, demonstrating men contain more 
optimal levels and further providing them with a slight ‘advantage’.  Knowing these 
physiological comparisons, calculating precise resistance loads that challenge strength without 
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compromising form and function may lead to improved and advanced fitness results for both 
sexes. 
Resistance training participation comparisons between men and women.  Previous 
studies have indicated that during exercise, men produce higher power outputs and are perceived 
to be stronger than women.  Rather than men being physically stronger, the percentage of women 
participating in resistance training in the United States remains under 20%.  The American 
College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) recommends participating in resistance exercise training 
twice a week with about 8-12 repetitions for a total of 8-10 exercises (Bayles, et al., 2018).  
These exercises should incorporate each muscle group to appropriately challenge the body while 
also allowing time to repair and recover the muscle tissue by only focusing on a few muscle 
groups every workout session.  Studies have shown that women decide not to partake in 
resistance training due to demographic attributions, falsely perceived barriers to resistance 
training, or lacked full comprehension the physiological benefits (Hurley, 2018).  Providing 
information about resistance training may increase women participating in resistance training 
and provide a secure foundation in their lifting abilities, resistance barriers, and fitness 
perception.  Through this, resistance training among women can become a more common and 
accepted social standard, increasing rates of participation.  Though these findings may be true for 
many studies, differing physiological advantages are dependent on the training context of the 
sport, physical activity, or exercise.  Resistance training is a component in exercise that is 
applicable to any context of sport or exercise classification.  Women who participate in 
resistance training can improve their athletic abilities more efficiently than practicing their sport 
or competition alone.  Implementation of resistance training in women’s sports and activities 
should be further taught and emphasized to challenge and maintain musculature and mechanics.  
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Exercise knowledge and fitness education.  It is important to consider the fitness 
exposure and knowledge variation between age and sexes.  According to the Mayo Clinic, 
children may begin strength training as early as ages 7 or 8 years old (Strength Training for Kids, 
2020).  Though some children have begun strength training at early ages, exercise knowledge 
will differ among individuals considering their involvement in fitness facilities, recreational 
teams, academic focus, academic teams, or local hobbies.  Researchers have discovered that 
exercise participation is largely based upon exercise education and knowledge (Sukys, 2019).  
Students that study or enroll in health-related courses are more engaged in physical activity and 
have proven to alter their behaviors and nutritional habits to improve their physical self-efficacy.  
Variation in studies show that lifestyle changes are evident after two weeks while other studies 
reveal two months (Lockwood, 2012).  Though these studies claim health-related education 
impacts the level of exercise and physical activity, they lack specific details in health education 
course materials that were taught to students.  These studies also lack specific detail in nutritional 
changes and specificity in the types of physical activities students partake in.  Thoroughness of 
educational materials or shortened weekly courses should be stated and detailed as each 
academic institution contains differing focuses and materials when presenting health-related 
courses.  Student population details should also be documented as different universities contain 
varying sports or activities that are ‘popular’ in the student body.  With physical activity 
increasing and college student lifestyles becoming more active, it is important to identify the 
specific changes in their nutritional habits, behaviors, and exercise activities to truly identify the 
health and fitness changes inspired through exercise knowledge and fitness education. 
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 Exercise physiology outcomes and advantage.  Exercise execution allows the body to 
secrete hormones and chemicals that activate receptors in the human brain.  Hormones are 
chemical messengers that is often made and stored in glandular tissues.  They are ductless, which 
is why they travel through bodily fluids to reach their target tissue.  Hormones can be considered 
generic, localized, or both depending on based on their specificity of their jobs.  There are two 
types of hormones: steroid and large polypeptides/small proteins.  Steroid hormones are 
originated from cholesterol where polypeptide hormones originated from amino acids.  
Hormones have the ability to activate or inhibit the autonomic nervous system which is 
comprised of the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) 
in the brain, especially the PNS after a bout of exercise.  Parasympathetic consists of resting 
functions which is controlled by the vagus nerve (the tenth cranial nerve) (Brooks, G. A, et al. 
2007).  One of the many chemicals released after exercise are endorphins.  Endorphins are 
hormones that have the ability to reduce the perception of pain and instill a content feeling in the 
body, often paralleled with effects demonstrated with morphine.  Endorphins have the ability to 
reduce the levels of stress, diminish anxiety, reduce onsets of depression, enhance self-esteem, 
and improve the quality of sleep.  Exercise also promotes the release of oxytocin.  Oxytocin has 
the ability to stimulate the parasympathetic nervous system, lowering the cardiac tone through 
the vagus nerve and reducing the likelihood of exercise-induced tachycardia (Yüksel, 2019).  
Submaximal exercise can also minimize the release of catecholamines and norepinephrine, 
which lower the response to stress producing a more relaxed and calm state of mind (Brooks, G. 
A, et al. 2007).  With exercise stimulating the secretion of our body’s chemicals and hormones, 
this natural occurrence can serve as a method to relax and decompress, especially for the varying 
exposures to stress college students endure.   
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 Exercise also enhances the ability to acquire oxygen and eliminate carbon dioxide by 
strengthening the cardiovascular and respiratory system.  Though all of the bodily systems 
overlap with one another, there is an especially strong connection between the respiratory system 
and the cardiovascular system since the lungs and the heart work closely together.  Our lungs 
allow us to breathe in oxygen, which is used to oxygenate blood which is further distributed by 
the heart to organs and tissues throughout the body.  The deoxygenated blood from the organs 
and tissues is then circulated back to the lungs where it is oxygenated once more, where carbon 
dioxide is released from the lungs and exhaled out of the body.  This process is continuously 
repeated throughout our lifetimes and has the ability to increase lung capacity in exercise 
environments and scenarios.  Ventilation, otherwise known as breathing, occurs in the lungs 
whereas respiration (or biological oxidation) occurs in the body’s cells (Brooks, G. A, et al. 
2007).  By increasing the efficiency of respiration (cellular oxidations) and ventilation 
(pulmonary gas exchange), the oxygen carrying capacity in the blood, blood delivery to tissues, 
and chemical exchanging can occur at an improved rate and production in both the respiratory 
and cardiovascular system.  Within the cardiovascular system, exercise has improved function 
such as heart rate, cardiac output, and blood pressure.  Within the respiratory system, exercise 
has improved minute ventilation, oxygen consumption, diffusion, and perfusion (Brooks, G. A, 
et al. 2007).  Undergoing exercise enhances these mechanisms to ensure proper function and 
execution of the cardiovascular and respiratory system.  
 The digestive system has also been known to improve with consistent exercise.  Exercise 
increases blood flow to the smooth muscles in the digestive track, enhancing function and 
fluidity for ingested nutrition.  Digestive conditions such as gastroesophageal reflux disease, 
gallstones, celiac disease, Crohn’s disease, ulcerative colitis, irritable bowel syndrome, 
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hemorrhoids, diverticulitis, and anal fissure are some of the many gastrointestinal diagnoses that 
can be reduced through continuous exercise.  Exercise also enhances the abundance of healthy 
gut flora located in your small and large intestines.  Gut flora are the bacteria in your gut that 
assist in breaking down, digesting, and absorbing essential nutrients.  Without exercise, 
unwanted gut bacteria may invade your digestive track causing bloating, diarrhea, discomfort, 
nausea, and digestion complications.  Regular forms of exercise will reinforce the abundance of 
healthy gut flora by eliminating the possibility of acquiring unwanted gut flora in the small and 
large intestine.  Participating in exercise will reassure fluid function and serve as a preventative 
measure in acquiring digestive complications or diseases.  
Biochemistry: Metabolic Pathways of Aerobic and Anaerobic Exercise   
 The metabolic pathways in the human body are intricate and complex.  With intricacy in 
these pathways, it is crucial to be conscious of dietary habits to achieve a specific metabolic 
outcome.  It is important to consider the role ATP (adenine triphosphate) plays in the body’s 
metabolism.  ATP is the first cellular source of energy for the body, following other oxidative 
energy sources such as sugars, carbohydrates, fats, and amino acids.  Exercise induces the 
breakdown of ATP into ADP (adenine diphosphate) and P (phosphate) to be used as immediate 
energy.  About 50% of the potential chemical energy released from ingested food products is 
captured in the common intermediate ATP.  Learning about the influence of ATP on the 
metabolic system will help us understand the body’s priority for ATP sources and energy.  
Through our metabolic pathways, we can control our metabolism and configure our body’s 
composition.  Each individual contains different metabolic rates of heat production, all 
dependent on biological oxidation.  Measuring heat to determine metabolic rate is defined as 
Calorimetry.  The most basic measurement of heat is referred to as a calorie, which determines 
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the heat required to increase the temperature of 1 gram of water to 1 degree Celsius (Brooks, G. 
A, et al. 2007).  There are two types of calorimetry, direct and indirect calorimetry.  Direct 
calorimetry directly measures heat whereas indirect calorimetry measures oxygen consumption.  
Though calorimetry is very important in determining metabolic rate amongst individuals, it is 
difficult to determine direct calorimetry during exercise.  Of the many factors contribute to high 
metabolic rate, high VO2 max (maximum rate of oxygen consumption) is a strong indicator for a 
high metabolic capacity.  Controlling our metabolism will allow us to alter our adiposity, muscle 
mass, bone mineralization, and insulin like growth factors (IGF’s).  Training the metabolic 
pathways in the body is achievable with precise nutritional intake and workout specificity.  The 
following are fitness objectives that are achievable through training the metabolic pathways with 
nutrition and fasting during aerobic and anaerobic states of exercise: 
 Aerobic training and energy sources.  Aerobic forms of exercise training use sugars, 
carbohydrates, fats, and amino acids as the main sources of energy to supply the activation of 
slow twitch muscle fibers, especially fats and amino acids.  These metabolic pathways are 
categorized as aerobic due to the requirement of oxygen to produce energy.  Fat contains a high 
carbon and hydrogen content, leading to more potential chemical energy on a per-unit-weight-
basis.  Slow-twitch muscle fibers rely on these four components as their main source of energy, 
but fats and amino acids can only be metabolized by slow-twitch muscle fibers.  Oxidative 
pathways are able to produce exceptionally more energy compared to nonoxidative sources due 
to the longer and more precise process involved in energy transduction (Brooks, G. A, et al. 
2007).   
 Fasted State and Cardiovascular Exercise: Fasted cardiovascular exercise is often used as 
an option to achieve or maintain weight loss.  Exercising during a fasted state will increase the 
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activity of lipolysis in adipose tissue and simultaneously activating peripheral fat oxidation, 
leading to enhanced fat utilization and weight loss (Zouhal, 2020).  Fasted exercise can be 
achieved by training your body to use lipids (otherwise referred to adipose tissue or fat) as a 
source of energy during exercise.  Fasted cardiovascular exercises teach the body to use stored 
fats as energy.  Without nutritional intake during a fasted state, the body will act in desperate 
need for energy when training in low intensity and high duration exercises.  Fat utilization is the 
primary source of energy that can last for long a duration during aerobic forms of training.  As 
the body undergoes low intensity-exercise, the stored fats will be broken down and used as 
energy by burning fat and lowering the levels of adiposity in the body.  Continuously undergoing 
fasted cardiovascular exercise will train the body to continue the utilization of fat and even 
increase the body’s response and efficiency to degrade stored fat into energy.  The more fasted 
exercise is routinely practiced, the more efficient the body will become at burning stored fats. 
 Cardiovascular Exercise: Aerobic forms of exercise uses nutritional intake and stored 
lipids for sources of energy.  Long duration and low intensity exercises train our bodies to 
metabolize fat for energy more efficiently than carbohydrates and protein.  Participation in 
aerobic exercise may include but are not limited to the following: bicycling, running marathons, 
cross country skiing, cross country running, swimming, hiking, kickboxing, aerobic-based fitness 
classes, walking, and jogging.  Aerobic exercise significantly reduces total cholesterol, low-
density lipoprotein cholesterol, and triglycerides (Patel, 2017).  Aerobic exercise is also termed 
cardiovascular exercise due to the significance this type of exercise has on the cardiovascular 
system.  Aerobic exercises force the left and right ventricles of the heart to continuously apply 
pressure to deliver oxygenated blood to the body’s tissues.  This pressure trains the heart to 
function appropriately to ensure that its function is not compromised or delayed. 
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 Anaerobic training and energy sources.  Anaerobic forms of exercise training use 
carbohydrates as their main source of energy since that is the primary source of energy to fast 
twitch muscle fibers.  Carbohydrates provide more energy when combusted in a given volume of 
oxygen.  Carbohydrates are the only energy sources that can be degraded without the direct use 
of oxygen. The product of anaerobic pathways is lactic acid.  These energy systems are used 
when muscle contraction occurs for more than a few seconds.  If the high intensity exercises last 
longer than 30 seconds, anaerobic metabolism cannot sustain this without the help from 
oxidative metabolism (Brooks, G. A, et al. 2007).   
 Fasted Weightlifting and Resistance Training: In a fasted state during moderate to intense 
bouts of exercise, fatty acids and intramuscular triglycerides are used as the body’s energy 
source.  Even with both sources, it is not enough to provide adequate energy to the body.  
Without enough adequate energy, the body receives energy from the oxidation of carbohydrates 
from the muscle glycogen and blood glucose.  Carbohydrates serve as the main source because 
the rate of ATP production is higher than the ATP production from fatty acids (Mul, 2016). 
 Weightlifting and Resistance Training: When exercising and contracting skeletal 
muscles, it increases the demand for energy meaning it increases the needed production of ATP.  
Oxidization of fats but especially carbohydrates are activated, breaking down the glucose into 
ATP to use in the body.  Carbohydrates are the primary energy source for fast-twitch muscle 
fibers, targeting exercises that are short in duration and high in intensity.  These types of 
exercises include but are not limited to the following: bodybuilding, Olympic weightlifting, 
CrossFit, powerlifting, boxing, wrestling, football, rowing, ice hockey, rugby, water polo, 
basketball, gymnastics, martial arts, and skiing.  These types of exercise reinforce the 
musculature integrity and prevent it from deteriorating over time.  
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 Introduction to numerous metabolic pathways.  Glycolysis: During exercise training 
involving high intensity and low duration segments of exercise, the body uses glycolysis to 
produce energy to the fast twitch muscle fibers.  Glycolysis is a process in the body which the 
body breaks down glycogen into glucose for the body to use as its source of energy.  This 
process takes place in the cytosol of the cell.  Glucose will then be broken down into Pyruvate 
which is broken down even further into lactic acid.  Lactic acid travels to the bloodstream where 
it can travel to the appropriate body tissues that need to metabolize it.  Cell glucose uptake 
depends on many factors such as type of body tissue, levels of glucose in the blood and tissue, 
presence of the hormone insulin, and the physiological status of the tissue.  This is the main 
energy source for type 1 muscle fibers.  Glucose is essential to the body and our body is always 
releasing a portion of glucose in the blood to help our central nervous system function.  When 
undergoing exercise, this also requires a large sum of glucose to be released which becomes a 
large physiological challenge to the body to accommodate in order to achieve homeostasis.  
 Krebs Cycle: The Krebs Cycle, also referred to as the Citric Acid Cycle or the 
tricarboxylic acid (TCA), is a pathway that oxidizes amino acids, fatty acids, and carbohydrates 
that takes place in the mitochondria in cells.  The purpose of the Krebs cycle is too form CO2, 
produce ATP, and produce NADH (Brooks, G. A, et al. 2007).  This process produces the 
majority of the energy used in aerobic based exercises (Berg, 2002).  The Krebs Cycle occurs 
immediately after glycolysis.  Fuel sources for the Krebs Cycle includes lipids and carbohydrates 
that are broken down to produce Acetyl-coenzyme-A (Acetyle-CoA).  This process produces 
very little amounts of ATP.  Products of the Krebs Cycle include carbon dioxide, nicotinamide 
adenine dinucleotide (NADH), and flavin adenine dinucleotide (FADH2).  The Krebs cycle 
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continues the metabolism of pyruvate from glucose and to trap a portion of the energy released 
as ATP, NADH, and FADH.  
 Gluconeogenesis: Pyruvate and lactate are products of lipid and amino acid metabolism.  
They are metabolized within the mitochondria and are used as energy.  When the body no longer 
needs pyruvate for energy, it is converted back to glucose.  Glucose returns to the bloodstream 
where it is conformed back into glycogen and stored in the liver or adipose tissue as a source of 
stored energy.  This process is referred to as gluconeogenesis. Mammalian muscle indirectly uses 
gluconeogenesis to use new glucose.  It is an efficient method for the body to reuse the end 
products of glycolysis (Brooks, G. A, et al. 2007).   
 Glycogenolysis: During exercise, some of the energy used during muscle contraction 
comes from the muscle itself. Glycogen that is broken down and stored in the muscle is called 
glycogenolysis.  This biochemical pathway is stimulated by glucagon, increasing cAMP and 
Calcium, which further allows adenylate cyclase to convert ATP to cAMP (Paredes-Flores, M, 
2020).  This process provides the most fuel for muscle contraction during prolonged periods of 
exercise.  Epinephrine and norepinephrine secretion stimulate glycogenolysis, allowing 
epinephrine to further support the Cori cycle and gluconeogenesis (Brooks, G. A, et al. 2007).  It 
is very important in carbohydrate metabolism and glycogen utilization.  
 Cori Cycle: After our body tissue metabolize lactic acid for energy, there may be lactic 
acid remaining that was not used during exercise training.  The lactic acid that was not utilized 
will then travel back into the bloodstream where it returns to the liver or circulated back to the 
muscle, returning glucose back to the cells.  This process is referred to as the Cori Cycle.  It is 
also an important function to monitor glycemia during exercise.  
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 Electron Transport Chain (ETC): The ETC is located in the mitochondrial inner 
membrane.  The mitochondria produce large amounts of ATP, providing energy to each cell.  
During this process, the phosphorylation of ADP is possible by linking ATP production to the 
formation of water.  The ETC products include the following: carbon dioxide, nicotinamide 
adenine dinucleotide (NADH), flavin adenine dinucleotide (FADH2) and ATP.  These products 
are used for energy in the body or are used to make water and ATP (Ahmad, 2020).  The ETC is 
a very vital function to a cell, even if the cell is reduced the ETC can still exist even in oxidized 
forms.  The ETC produces a large number of ATP for the body, but ATP along with ADP also 
stimulates and inhibits ETC.  ATP is split into ADP during muscle contractions and when muscle 
contractions stop the ADP is converted back into ATP (Brooks, G. A, et al. 2007).   
Introduction to mTOR  
  mTOR (mammalian target of rapamycin is a protein kinase that regulates cell growth and 
cell proliferation by inducing many anabolic physiological paths and limiting catabolic paths 
(autophagy).  There are two types of multiprotein complexes with mTOR, complex 1 (regulator 
of tissue and muscle responses) and complex 2 (cell survival).  Complex 1 includes mTOR, 
Raptor, and MLST8 where complex 2 includes mTOR, Rictor, MLST8, and MSIN1 (Betz C, 
2013).  Activating mTOR is imperative for strength training, bodybuilding, Olympic 
weightlifting, CrossFit, athletic competition, and various workouts focusing on gaining muscle 
mass and increasing metabolic rate.  mTOR activation trains cells to metabolize carbohydrates 
and proteins more efficiently allowing the active muscle tissue to repair, regenerate, and grow.  
mTOR pathways are very complex, making precise nutritional intake and muscle activation 
imperative.  Continuous activation of mTOR in the long-term lower health risks such as obesity, 
diabetes, cardiovascular disease, hypertension, and promotes health longevity.   
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 Significance of resistance training implemented in young adulthood.  Resistance 
training paired with cardiovascular forms of exercise training target varying physical and 
biochemical health components that preserve metabolic function, hormonal secretion, mental 
stability, cardiovascular function, respiratory function, mobility, stress levels, and academic 
performance.  With our biological processes and activity being heightened in young adulthood, it 
is crucial to incorporate resistance training to preserve health and bodily function by 
appropriately applying stress loads to organs and tissues.  
 Metabolic pathways and exercise performance.  Metabolic mechanisms provide the 
body with a stable source of energy during exercise at varying durations and intensities.  
Resistance training especially increases the demand for energy, making it metabolically costly 
for the body to supply and maintain.  Knowing how the body’s biomechanics function can 
accelerate fitness results and performance improvements.  Many resistance training exercisers 
metabolically prepare the body for high intensity exercises by consuming nutritional 
supplements to enhance performance and muscle hypertrophy.  Studies have demonstrated that 
caffeine energy drinks increase energy expenditure by 0.77 kcal a minute more than the placebo 
(p<0.001) (Harty, et al., 2020).  It is also important to consider how the body’s biomechanics are 
altered without ingesting energy sources.  Researchers have suggested that varying metabolic 
pathways are activated in the absence of energy sources.  For example, runners that do not ingest 
carbohydrates prior to their run will train the body in using the limited endogenous muscle 
glycogen stores for energy (Menzies, et al., 2020).  With biomechanics and metabolic functions 
being quite complex, understanding the core metabolic processes and cycles can further help us 
understand the significance it has before, during, and after bouts of exercise.  Glycolysis, Krebs 
Cycle, Gluconeogenesis, ETC, Cori cycle, and glycogenolysis all contribute to supplying energy 
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to the body to carry out daily activities and exercise performance.  By strategizing nutritional 
intake to activate metabolic processes, we can optimize energy expenditure, exercise 
performance, fitness results, and increase the efficiency to achieve improved fitness results.  
Optimizing resistance loads for future studies should consider nutritional supplementation to 
improve activation and function of metabolic pathways to receive maximal resistance training 
results by strategizing and using the most efficient training methods paired with calculated 
nutritional intake.   
 Metabolic pathways can further influence the utilization of mTOR.  mTOR is mainly an 
eccentric (movement conducted with gravity) phenomenon, yet mTOR does play a large role in 
anabolic cellular signaling too.  mTOR is turned on based on three factors: need, nutrition, and 
assumption of nutrition.  AMPK is a large regulatory factor of mTOR; it is regulated by 
overnutrition, calorie restriction, obesity/inflammation, and exercise contraction.  By activating 
AMPK, it will turn off mTOR and begin protein degradation and turn on AMPK dependent 
glucose uptake which enhances the rate of glycolysis.  By inhibiting AMPK, that turns on mTOR 
producing anabolic signaling and increasing the rate of metabolic function.  Carbohydrates, fats, 
and proteins all affect anabolic signaling, especially the summation of all which can enable 
comprehensive signaling.  Carbohydrates inhibit AMPK which enable the build-up of proteins, 
protein, examples include leucine, lysine, and arginine, are crucial to the anabolic process and 
aid in protein growth, recovery, and regeneration of muscle cells.  Fats are important in maintain 
steroid hormones which aid in anabolic pathways in mTOR.  Myogenic pathways are the most 
important variables in growth.  By adjusting our energy intake and energy expenditure through 
exercise, we are able to intervene points of interaction and activate or inhibit the pathways.  
Activating mTOR will activate these pathways and initiate many chemical reactions which may 
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include a series of reactions.  PKB is arguably one of the most anabolic proteins in the body that 
activates mTOR, which plays a large role in resistance training by increasing muscle hypertrophy 
and athletic performance.  Metabolic precision can further optimize resistance training objectives 
and increase the efficiency in acquiring results.  Whether the exerciser desires quicker results or 
trains to improve in all domains of performance, monitoring nutritional intake to optimize 
metabolism can sincerely make a profound effect on exercise and sports training for the best and 
most vast improvements when undergoing resistance loads.   
 Biomechanics.  When studying the biomechanics of resistance training, it contains a vast 
complexity that is heavily influenced by multiple factors.  Though some factors may appear 
minimal, all of them contribute to performance enhancement, limitations, and execution when 
performing exercise with heavy loads of resistance.  When studying the biomechanics of 
resistance training, often the focus is to develop or enhance power, speed, strength, endurance, 
and local muscle contraction (Contreras, 2012).   Many forms of exercise testing equipment 
focus on isometric and isokinetic movements and tend to neglect isotonic movements.  An 
isometric exercise is characterized as an exercise that involves a muscle contraction where the 
length of the muscle does not change and the angle of the joint is not altered.  These types of 
exercises are performed often involving little to no movement, making them less effective when 
attempting to improve athletic performance or speed (Laskowski, 2020).  Isokinetic exercises are 
characterized as types of movements that are performed at a constant speed where the resistance 
applied is equivalent to the force of the muscle contraction.  Often these forms of exercise are 
exhibited in elite fitness facilities where exercise testing devices are used for high level or expert 
level athletes and exercisers (Chinchalkar, et al., 2013).  Isotonic exercises are different because 
these types of movements alter the length of the muscle during exercise using a constant load of 
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resistance at varied speeds of muscle contraction, often encountered during weightlifting and 
resistance training.  Though isotonic movements may appear to be the simplest to calculate and 
analyze, it becomes more difficult to conduct using more sophisticated performance assessments.  
Performance factors such as power, acceleration, consistency, and range of motion are 
challenging to acquire, especially attempting to measure them in multiple planes.  Multiplanar 
exercises are difficult to measure on exercise testing devices, as most devices perform one 
function in one plane.  At the moment, many pieces of exercise testing equipment do not have 
the capacity to apply resistance to the user, defeating any potential to measure the physiological 
effects of resistance loads.  A few examples of limited testing equipment are Cybex and Biodex, 
which only permits the user to perform one movement in one plane of motion with very little 
flexibility, making it quite difficult to maneuver and position correctly for the subject to use.  
These types of equipment are categorized as isokinetic testing devices.  Without adequate 
exercise testing equipment, testing the physiological benefits of exercise involving loads of 
resistance may be inaccurate in a real life setting and inapplicable to the general population.   
 In 2016 Proteus Motion, USA was the first company to develop exercise equipment that 
accurately measures power and acceleration parameters in multiplanar isotonic motions.  They 
developed advanced technology and software that demonstrates the relationship between our 
biomechanics and performance breakdown to better understand our exercise physiology.  With 
Proteus, the user is now able to perform isotonic movements that occur in all three plans of 
motion: sagittal, frontal, and transverse.  Proteus also permits the variation in resistance loads 
across all three dimensions, making exercise testing more applicable to daily activities, exercise, 
and sport training.  With precise movement instructions and motion demonstration on the 
monitor, Proteus is capable of easily and accurately studying the biomechanisms in upper and 
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lower extremity movements.  With Proteus Motion capable of measuring strength throughout 
and entire motion, generating calculations and results are made with precision since it directly 
applies to the selected movement and resistance.  This is also due to their resistance being 
magnetically enforced, neglecting the influence of gravity on the user’s genuine power output 
and performance abilities.  Measuring strength, power output, and performance accurately using 
free weights and cables remain unachievable without proper hardware and software to obtain 
results.  Proteus delivers instant biofeedback in 6 different metrics, simplifying the breakdown of 
the biomechanisms for the user to comprehend and assess after each exercise.  With 
technological advancements such as Proteus Motion, obtaining biomechanical feedback within 
minutes offers enhancement in the quality and quantity of biomechanical research and 
performance improvements.  These results can provide a clear assessment of exercise 
performance and permit studies to conduct applicable resistance training research.  Proteus 
Motion has cultivated a new approach conducting research and exercise performance using the 
most efficient and effective technology.  The versatility Proteus offers may provide new avenues 
for exercise testing, training, and rehabilitation.  
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
 
Information About the Methodology 
The Institutional Review Board (IRB) affiliated with the University of the Pacific 
contains requirements and procedures that are outlined in this chapter to demonstrate the 
approval process implemented in the Health and Exercise Department at the University of the 
Pacific.  
The IRB coordinator reviewed the required paperwork in order to be approved and to 
proceed with the research study.  The IRB coordinator remained in constant communication with 
members running the study and notified them of improvements or additions that were needed in 
the documentation.  Once the IRB documentation included all of the necessary components, the 
research proposal was officially IRB approved, granting acceptance to proceed with the study.  
Obtaining permission was required by college students through physical activity 
readiness questionnaires (PAR-Q) prior to beginning the study.  The questionnaires can be found 
in the appendix below.  Testing and data collection had occurred in the Health and Exercise 
Department at the University of the Pacific located in Stockton, California.  Students who met 
the qualifications for the study were asked to volunteer as a participant.  All volunteers were 
required to sign a waiver prior to officially enrolling as subjects.  Exclusion criteria for subjects 
included history of cardiovascular diagnosis and history of upper and lower limb injury.  
Potential subjects classified as minors, anyone under the age of 17 years old, were not permitted 
to participate in the study.  The age restrictions for the study were between 18-25 years old.  All 
research communication was conducted in English and all prior information was recorded 
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through equipment software and questionnaires that was later transferred into our database.  
Potential risks for the study included cardiac hyper-exertion, muscle fatigue, and injury.   
Proteus Motion Technology and Software 
 We tested 32 physically active men (n=14) and women (n=18) on Proteus (Proteus 
Motion, USA).  Proteus a three-dimensional, multiplanar analytical piece of equipment that 
applies magnetic resistance consistently throughout the exercise, neglecting the influence of 
gravity (Figure 1).  Proteus software calculates power, consistency, braking, explosiveness, 
endurance, consistency, and range of motion.  Proteus software applies magnetic resistance loads 
ranging from 1-35lbs.  The University of the Pacific was the first university to acquire Proteus 

























 Figure 1.  Identical image of the original Proteus Motion model used in the research study in the 
Health and Exercise department.  The proteus equipment allows for freedom of motion.  
Regardless of the motion, sport, rehab or traditional form of exercise, Proteus can sensor and 
track and calculate all forms of movement using the 6 distinct metrics in the software. Image 
from Old - how it works. (n.d.).  Retrieved April 13, 2021, from 
https://www.proteusmotion.com/our-technology-1 
 
Testing warm-up and protocol.  Every session began with a shortened warm-up 
protocol followed by the testing protocol.  The warm-up consisted of each exercise performed 
once on each arm at a resistance of 5lbs, ensuring that each subject correctly performed the 
exercise with correct form using Proteus Motion, considering most subjects are unfamiliar with 
the usage of Proteus Motion equipment.  The protocol was comprised of the following exercises: 
horizontal row, horizontal press, vertical pulldown, vertical press, tricep extension, bicep curl, 
internal rotation at 90 degrees, external rotation at 90 degrees, shoulder abduction (lateral raise), 
and shoulder adduction (lateral raise).  All exercises were performed using both the dominant 
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and non-dominant arm at varying resistance loads of 7lbs, 14lbs, 21lbs, and 28lbs.  Each exercise 
at each resistance load contained 2 repetitions with each arm, for a total of 32 repetitions.  Each 
test took approximately 30 minutes. 
 Classification of statistical methods.  We employed 8 statistical tests depending on the 
variables being tested or compared:  
 Bivariate Correlation: Measuring correlations between two variables 
 Chi-Square: Testing to determine if the differences in representation between categorical 
 variables exceed expected distributions 
 Descriptive: Measuring the mean values  
 Frequencies: Measuring percentages among the total sample 
 Independent Samples T-Test: Comparing two separate groups with one another in a 
 continuous dependent variable 
 Linear Regression: A prediction model that evaluates associations between predictors and 
 continuous dependent variables 
 Logistic Regression: Prediction model for binary outcomes 
 ANOVA: Comparing three or more groups to test differences in a continuous dependent 
 variable among those groups  
 I used basic descriptive statistics to characterize the study sample (frequencies, means, 
and standard deviations).  I assessed preliminary correlations between independent and 
dependent variables using bivariate correlations, which was also used to assess multicollinearity 
between independents.  I compared frequencies of categorical outcomes using chi-squared tests.  
I compared continuous data between groups (e.g., males vs. females) using independent-samples 
t-tests.  Regression models were used as appropriate (linear and logistic) to predict continuous 
and binary outcomes.  Lastly, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare continuous 
outcome assessments across different resistance loads. 
 Analyzing the data using SPSS software.  After the data collection was concluded, a 
database was created and analyzed using SPSS version 24.0 (IBM SPSS Statistics, IBM 
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Corporation, Chicago, IL, USA).  Paired-samples t-test was used to determine the relationship 
between the mean power of all subjects' dominant versus non-dominant arms in each exercise.  
Repeated measures ANOVA was used to determine differences in mean power across each 
exercise.  Independent samples t-test was used to determine the power compared within one 
movement.  Analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures was used to test the 
differences of power output at each load.  Significance was secured at (p<0.05); owing to the 
moderate sample and Proteus equipment. 
A null hypothesis is a statistical theory that indicates there are no correlations or 
relationships between tested or observed variables.  To determine if the study accepts or rejects 
the null hypothesis, the p-value is referenced.  The lower the p-value percentage, the less error 
there is and the more accurate and applicable the statistics are.  The p-value significance is 
typically below 5% (p  0.05).  If the p-value for the study is significant below 5%, that would 
indicate there are correlations or relationships between the data, leading to a rejection of the null 
hypothesis.  If the p-value for the study is not significant above 5%, the null hypothesis would be 
accepted if there are no correlations or relationships present.  Based on this study, the p-value for 
the results were (p  0.05), therefore relationships were present and the null hypothesis was 
rejected.  
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 
 
Determining Significance in the Data 
 Proteus Motion was the platform of data collection.  All the data had been transferred into 
a database that was further analyzed through SPSS.  When determining the significance of the 
results, the correlation coefficient is the most referred to value.  It is presented as “r” and 
contains a range from -1 to +1.  As “r” leans toward -1 or +1, that indicates that the variables 
being compared are closely related to one another.  If “r” were to lean towards 0, that would 
indicate little to no relation between variables. 
Comparing Demographics of the Student Population 
 Our subjects contained varying demographic components, providing a very diverse set of 
students partaking in the pilot study (Table 1).  It is important to consider these components, as 
too much similarity in subjects or common factors can produce bias or variation in results. 
Subjects varied in arm dominance, age, weight, height, gender, and athlete classification.  There 
was also variance in class standing, major, and exercise experience. 
 Subject recruitment was conducted in varying locations around campus to maintain 
diversity in the student population.  Advertisement was mainly distributed by word of mouth 
through colleagues and classmates.  Instructors had even encouraged students from their classes 
to see if they qualify to participate in our study.  Recruitment was easy as it is a small, close-knit 
campus where everyone knows of one another, making the communication simple when testing 
subjects.  With a small community, support and involvement in projects, research, or volunteer 









Demographic Data from Our Study Demonstrating the Variation in Our Participants
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 Comparing push and pull motions between men and women.  Expressed power 
output was most similar comparing men and women at low resistances horizontally (p=0.020) 
and vertically (p=0.038).  The category in which sexes were closest in comparison were power at 
7lb horizontally (p=0.017) and 7lb vertically (p=0.004).  Both sexes continued to deviate as 
resistance loads increased.  Higher loads were essential for both sexes to reach peak power.  
Women displayed a plateau at 21lb whereas men did not display a plateau.  Power output 
exhibited by men continued to increase from 21lb to 28lb (p<0.001).  Power production 
comparing sexes demonstrated similarities in press exercises but not pull exercises.  
 
 














Comparison of Male and Female Subjects 
 Total Men Women Sig. 
N 64 28 36  
Age (years) 21.0±2.3  21.3±2.9 20.8±1.6 p = 0.396 
Dominance (% Right) 50 43.8 56.3 p < 0.001 
Pull Power at 7lb  55.4±22.6 65.5±18.5 47.5±22.5 p = 0.001 
Pull Power at 14lb 117.0±48.3  146.1± 
40.0 
94.3±42.0  p < 0.001 
Pull Power at 21lb 174.0±69.8 222.1± 
60.6  
136.6±51.3  p < 0.001 




 170.2±66.8  p < 0.001 
Push Power at 7lb 55.0±21.9 65.7±18.2  46.7±21.1  p < 0.001 
Push Power at 14lb 112.4±47.1 144.4± 
37.2 
87.5±38.4 p < 0.001  
 
Push Power at 21lb 161.7±70.7 215.5± 
58.4 
119.9±47.4 p < 0.001 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.  Bar graph demonstrating subject profiles including the following variables: BMI, 





Figure 4.  Bar graph demonstrating female performance averages with varying resistance loads 
 
 
 Load and performance comparisons between dominant and non-dominant arms.  
Power output in all exercises exhibited different results (r values ranged from 0.723-0.954 with a 
significance of p<0.001) at the 28lb resistance load.  Each subject’s dominant arm on average 
during lateral abduction produced less power compared to the non-dominant arm (143.6 ± 63.5 
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watts compared to 127.7 ± 50.2 with a significance of p=0.050).  Though non-dominant arms 
produce more power during lateral abduction, the dominant arms would generate more power 
during external rotation exercises, significance at (p=0.053).  Though differences were exhibited 
between arms, the variance between arms were minimal.  
 
 























 Table 4 




Pull Power at 7lb  55.3±23.0 55.7±22.5 p = 0.598 
Pull Power at 14lb 115.4± 
49.0 
118.6±48.3 p = 0.142 
Pull Power at 21lb 175.8± 
72.7 
 172.2±67.8 p = 0.484 
Pull Power at 28lb 231.6± 
103.1  
 223.2±98.6 p = 0.135 
Push Power at 7lb 55.3±22.5  54.8±21.6 p = 0.682 
Push Power at 14lb 112.8± 
47.3 
112.0±47.7 p = 0.771 
Push Power at 21lb 163.0± 
71.1 
160.5±71.4 p = 0.531 
Push Power at 28lb 203.3± 
111.4 





















Figure 6.1. Mixed Anova repeated measures results displaying differences between sex and 
 push and pull movements at 7lbs of resistance.  Significance, mauchly’s test of sphericity, 
 within-subjects effect, between-subjects effects, and Greenhouse-Geisser are listed below. 
 Sex Mean Std. Deviation N 
Row 7lbs R Male 65.54 18.530 28 
  Female 47.47 22.480 36 
  Total 55.37 22.572 64 
Push 7 lbs R Male 65.71 18.159 28 
  Female 46.67 21.134 36 
  Total 55.00 21.913 64 
 






Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances     
  
Levene 
Statistic df1 df2 Sig. 
Row 7 lbs 
R Based on Mean 2.642 1 62 0.109 
  Based on Median 1.570 1 62 0.215 
  
Based on Median and with adjusted 
df 1.570 1 61.614 0.215 
  Based on trimmed mean 2.676 1 62 0.107 
Push 7 lbs 
R Based on Mean 3.316 1 62 0.073 
  Based on Median 2.216 1 62 0.142 
  
Based on Median and with adjusted 
df 2.216 1 61.97 0.142 































Mauchly's Test of 
Sphericity     
     
Within Subjects 
Effect Mauchly's W Approx. Chi-Square df Sig. 
Factor1 1.000 0.000 0 . 
     
 
Greenhouse-
Geisser Epsilon  Huynh-Feldt 
Lower-
bound  
 1.000 1.000 1.000  
 Tests of Within-Subjects Effects    
  
Type III Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square 
Factor1 
Sphericity 
Assumed 3.096 1 3.096 
 
Greenhourse-
Geisser 3.096 1.000 3.096 
 Huynh-Feldt 3.096 1.000 3.096 
 Lower-bound 3.096 1.000 3.096 
Factor1*Sex 
Sphericity 
Assumed 7.627 1 7.627 
 
Greenhourse-
Geisser 7.627 1.000 7.627 
 Huynh-Feldt 7.627 1.000 7.627 
 Lower-bound 7.627 1.000 7.627 
Error(factor1) 
Sphericity 
Assumed 832.873 62 13.433 
 
Greenhourse-
Geisser 832.873 62.000 13.433 
 Huynh-Feldt 832.873 62.000 13.433 
 Lower-bound 832.873 62.000 13.433 
     
  F Sig. Partial Eta Squared 
  0.230 0.633 0.004 
  0.230 0.633 0.004 
  0.230 0.633 0.004 
  0.230 0.633 0.004 
  0.568 0.454 0.009 
  0.568 0.454 0.009 
  0.568 0.454 0.009 
  0.568 0.454 0.009 
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Figure 6.2.   Results comparing between-subjects males vs. females while also comparing 
 within-subjects variable at a 7lb resistance load 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects   
 Type III Sume of Squares df Mean Square 
Intercept 400051.191 1 489.593 
Sex 10845.722 1 13.273 
Error 50660.778 62   
    
 F Sig. 
Partial Eta 
Squared 
 489.593 0.000 0.888 
 13.273 0 0.176 
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION 
 
Testing Completion 
Using a three-dimensional analyses of power output, increased loads of resistances 
predicted the variance of press power output between both sexes.  The data concludes that men 
and women require training specifications at different resistance loads to enhance power output 
and performance during exercise.  Determining physiological differences between both sexes 
will provide coaches, athletes, gym participants, and fitness enthusiasts information to 
consistently achieve an increase in power performance and a decrease in the number of injuries.  
Appropriately lowering or raising resistance loads in accordance to sex will allow individuals to 
perform exercise correctly to achieve proper health and fitness.  
Dominant Limbs and Power Production 
There is a commonly accepted assumption that dominant limbs are capable of producing 
greater power.  This assumption may not be true when comparing the three bodily plans testing 
isotonic loads.  Subjects had not demonstrated imbalances in power outputs comparing the 
dominant and non-dominant arms.  Upper extremity power outputs were very similar in both 
arms, concluding there were no dominant muscular function when performing optimal load 
exercises.  
Extended research on dominant and non-dominant limb power production should be 
pursued comparing power production of lower body limbs in young adults.  This can determine 
if there are large power discrepancies between men and women during lower body forms of 
exercises.  Lower limb power production studies can further determine optimal exercise 
resistance loads in lower body limbs during exercise and avoid leg or knee injuries.  Specificity 
in muscle activation should be documented and studied closely at a molecular level.  
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Electromyography, referred to as EMG’s, should be incorporated in expanded studies to evaluate 
the health conditions and activation of the muscle cells and nerve cells during exercise 
performance.  
Age limitations.  Restricting participation based on age provides a focus of importance 
on younger populations with detailed exercise status and accurate physiological measures.  These 
results suggest that exercise implementation in young adulthood prolongs daily function and 
reduces physiological decay.  Future examinations can specify exercise advancement in children 
to teenagers to young adults to optimize health benefits before and after puberty without 
stemming growth and development.  Studies on older adults or the elderly have not been 
conducted using Proteus Motion and could provide insight on exercise status along with 
physiological strengths and limitations.  This insight can be used to personalize resistance load 
training and physiological rehabilitation to the adult and elderly populations.  Studies in more 
broad populations may be difficult to conduct with limited access to Proteus Motion equipment 
due to its new state-of-the-art devices and limited locations.  
Gender variation in power production.  Men and women produce similar power output 
results comparing push motions but produce differing results in pull motions.  Physiological 
capabilities do not differ between gender and results conclude no physiological advantages over 
one another.  Though variance is low, there are other factors that should be considered in future 
studies such as level of physical activity, hours of sleep obtained per night, hydration status, and 
dietary habits or restrictions.  
Mechanisms of exercise should also be furthered when studying individuals with 
compromised daily function such as those diagnosed with leukemia, cancer, diabetes, obesity, 
auto immune disorders, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), congestive heart failure 
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(CHF), arthritis, asthma, musculoskeletal disorders, etc.  Specifying strengths and weaknesses in 
compromised subjects will establish greater precision in exercise prescription, dietary 
prescription, exact decline of physical function, and personalized medical needs.  Although many 
medical professionals may argue how exercise may accelerate or worsen health conditions in 
subjects, monitored examinations and beginning with low intensity forms of exercise will 
prevent these mishaps.  
Population related factors.  Future researchers should consider the habits and behaviors 
of the population being tested.  Studies have indicated that levels of physical activity are 
typically higher in college students due to collegiate, club, or recreational sports opportunities.  
In Northern California, the weather is prominently warm providing longer durations for outdoor 
activities, seasons, and competitions; possibly contributing to the higher levels of exercise and 
physical activity.  Though weather contribution to exercise status in college students is still 
unknown, the availability of exercise-based activities continues to be a large contribution to 
physical activity in young adults.  
Effects of Exercise on the Human Brain  
As discussed in the review of literature, exercise physiology provides improved internal 
and external health of which includes the brain.  The brain is the most complex organ and system 
in the human body, much of its function and purpose remains unknown to our understanding and 
lack investigation due to its complexity.  Though much of the brain is not yet understood, from 
what has been studied, evidence suggests that exercise improves blood flow to the brain, further 
improving study methods and academic performance amongst college students.  Incorporating 
exercise into a lifestyle will enhance academic performance, blood flow, improved study 
methods, and organ function.   
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Concluding statements.   Sports performance and athleticism can vastly improve by 
precisely optimizing resistance loads.  By optimizing resistance loads, we can increase functional 
capacity and efficiency during bouts of training.  Incorporating advanced exercise technology 
such as Proteus Motion will allow us to appropriately measure and determine where 
improvement is most needed or where improvements are most evident.  With precise calculations 
and instant results, Proteus equipment can be used as a training instrument and as a testing 
instrument.  With Proteus applying magnetic resistance throughout the exercise movement, it is 
the most accurate measurement and depiction during any form of upper extremity training.  
Other forms of exercise machinery are effective too, however; Proteus is undoubtedly the most 
advanced and effective exercise equipment to use for any exercise or sport related training and 
testing.  The software continues to be updated and enhanced anywhere from a weekly to a 
monthly basis and more variety in lower and upper body extremity movements are consistently 
being added.  With Proteus continuously advancing, the software program will always be 
applicable to the exercise or sport context of the users.  Proteus even contains an application for 
mobile devices and tablets to access workout results and information instantly.  Using Proteus 
equipment will allow college students to optimize their loads of resistance while also tracking 
their improvements every session.  This will encourage students to remain physically active by 
seeing their improvements and their exercise potential overtime, improving their physical health 
and academic performance.  With Proteus’s user-friendly set-up and ease accessing workouts, 
this is the future for exercise and resistance training for all age groups and settings.   
We experienced limitations considering ours study contained a small sample representing 
a narrow college-aged population.  Exercise movements were limited to the upper extremity as 
Proteus exercises almost strictly consist of upper extremity exercises.   Future studies should 
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consider dietary consumption, academic major, sleep quantity, hydration status, units enrolled in, 
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APPENDIX B: SUBJECT CONSENT FORM 
 
 
Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire 
PAR-Q  
For most people physical activity should not pose any problem or hazard. PAR-Q has been 
designed to identify the small number of adults for whom physical activity might be 
inappropriate or those who should have medical advice concerning the type of activity most 
suitable for them. 
Common sense is your best guide in answering these few questions. Please read them carefully 
and check the yes or no opposite the question if it applies to you. 
YES NO  
1. Has your doctor ever said you have heart trouble?  
2. Do you frequently have pains in your heart and chest?  
3. Do you often feel faint or have spells of severe dizziness?  
4. Has a doctor ever said your blood pressure was too high?  
5. Has your doctor ever told you that you have a bone or joint problem such as 
arthritis that has been aggravated by exercise, or might be made worse with exercise?  
6. Is there a good physical reason not mentioned here why you should not follow 
an activity program even if you wanted to?  
7. Are you over age 65 and not accustomed to vigorous exercise?  
8. /Are you pregnant, or think there is a possibility you might be pregnant? 
If you answered YES to one or more questions...  
If you have not recently done so, consult with your personal physician by telephone or in 
person before taking a fitness test. 
If you answered NO to all questions...  
If you answered PAR-Q accurately, you have reasonable assurance of your present suitability 
for an exercise test.  
Signed: ___________________________________ Date: _______ 
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I have read and I understand that I am liable for some risk and I attest that these above 
questions have been answered truthfully. 
